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Community captivated by Aquino's visit
SeanReid
A&E Editor
Corazon Aquinoimpressed bothfaculty
and students intwoeventsprior to receivingherhonorary Doctorate ofHumanities
degreefrom Seattle UniversitylastFriday.
The former president of the Philippines
related her life experiences to faculty and
staff at an early morning presentation in
the Pigott Auditorium andlater went on to
addressquestions posed by SU studentsat
a luncheon forum in CampionBallroom.
Ineach ceremony Aquinorevealed herself
as a humble,yet insightfulspeaker, seemingly shy during repeated standing ovationsbut unafraid when her talk came to

sharing the heart-wrenching moments of
her life.
During her presentation, Aquino describedthechange she underwentafterher
husband foundhimselfjailedandher country which had shifted toward a dictator-

ship.
"Isuddenlyunderstood the cliche 'Life
begins at 40,'" she said.
It was the beginning of a dramatic,new

Anil kapahi/ su photographer

Corazon Aquino receives aDoctorateofHumaneLettersHonoris Causa duringa ceremonyat ConnollyNorth Court lastFridayafternoon.
Steve Hooper(left), Chair ofthe Board of Trustees, and Father StephenSundborg, SJ, bestowed the award upon her. Seattle University
students, staff andfaculty were in attendance as wereseveralmembers ofthe Seattle Filipinocommunity. For the complete story seepage
6.

life that would bring her through tragedy
to prominence.
In \9&3,her husband, Bemgno A^qu\no,
a chief rival of Philippine dictator
Ferdinand Marcos, fell victim to assassination on his return from exile. Aquino,
then only a housewife, laterran for office
and became president of the Philippine
Islands in thesnapelectionof1986 due to
anoverwhelmingmajority and the support

SeeHonors on page 6

right);
The FilipinoClub members greetedformerPresident Corazon Aquino lastFriday in the Campion Ballroom. Students performed traditional andmodern dances (left and
leadership
and
in
the
her
regardingpolitics
Philippines
Aquinoquestions
ask
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able
to
Virgil Domaoan hosted the studentluncheon forum (center)at which students
performanceas president.

Photos of Philippines do not fade
is over40 yearsold now,but inMichael O'Connor'sreminiscences
he will always remain a child.
Opinion Editor
O'Connor's memories are captured in slide trays and
The Philippines is anation composed of 7,100 islands. artifacts that have been with him ever since he left the
presented to the Seattle
These islands are delicately assembled off the coast of Philippines. These memories were
community
a
in
slide
show prior to Corazon
islands,Luzon,
University
VietnamandSoutheast Asia.On one of these
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visitlast
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This young
"At first Iwas amazed thatI
had gotteninto the
Peace Corps." O'Connor began.He wasidealist
12-13 back then and filled with a desire to change the
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JAMILA JOHNSON

The slide changes and O'Connor is on the screen. He is
beaming and radiant. His idealism competes in the photo
with the brightness of the sun. Clad in a suit and tie,
O'Connor stands witha certain naivete.
"I wasn't very polite. Iwould just jump up and take
pictures ofcomplete strangers," O'Connor explained while
staring up at a photo he had takenof a man travelingby ox
to the city.
It wasmore than justphotos that showed just how out of
place O'Connor really was.
The busses in his town only left when they were completely full.Sosometimes itwouldtakeweeksbeforethebus
wouldleavethe town.
"At first wewere terribly annoyed. 'What was wrong with
this place?' We would say to ourselves. Why can't they run
thingslike wedo athome," O'Connorbegan. Yeteventually
he beganto realize that it was dreadfullyinefficient to runa

See Philippines on page 7
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Editorial
With the elimination of
EASE, the issue of
registration gets tough
As many students saw in their e-mail inbox last week, the touchtone
registration system,EASE, is no longer a registrationoption for students.
The Registrarused theOfficial Student Communication about registration
appointments for summer quarter to quickly informstudents that the webis
no longer the tool ofthe future, it is the instrumentof now.
There are several reasons why this switch is good,but amore important
reason why it is unjust.
Onthe positiveside,students willsay goodbyeto
thedays of frustrated moansand homicidalscreams
when the touchtone "woman" wouldsay a course
was full. In the new system, the course won't even
appear on your computer if it is full, signalling
immediately that, in fact, the student will have to
makeother plans.
There will never be a busy signal with the web
registration, and thechances of accidently hanging
up are reduced.
It alsomakes SUlook advanced to be ableto say
it has online registration.Few students remember
—
thedays oftennisshoe registration an almostextincttraditionof outrunning
fellow classmates to register. We have come a long way.
But have wecome too far too soon?
There is an issue of justice, or the lack there of in the new registration
procedure.Not all students live in a situation where they have access to the
Internet.
We wouldlike to believethat all studentshave DSLandthat thereis peace
on earth, butboth concepts are pipedreams.
Not everystudenthas access to the Internet fromtheirhomes.Registration
appointments are spread across the wholeday, and as a result students are Clarence regaldo
often not at school at the time of their appointment. Spectator Columnist
Sure, the studentcould maketheir way to campus,fight for a computer, and
then return home. Yet, somethingseems wrongabout requiringstudents togo
Your mind has become a total
out of their way to register, when a system previously existed that could blank. You can feel your palms
accommodate all students. With the EASE system, students could even sweating, slowly dampening your
register on a plane if they had to.
testpaper. Chewingonyour pencil
\es, now \s the age at the Internet, but the EASE system was convenient
doesn'thelp;itjust gets yournub of
for students inspecial situations.
an
eraser wedged in-betweenyour
Thereis also an issue ofovercrowdedcomputerlabs. With many students
might
having the same appointment time the computer labs will undoubtedly be teeth. Although your eraser
unsightly.
non-toxic,
still
be
it's
worse than normal.
Looking around, you see other
Are these the prices wepay for technologicaladvances? Was the cost of
keeping EASE up too great for the University to handle? students furiously attacking their
Some students will miss the deranged "EASE woman."Others will miss exams with fervor you wish you
beingable to registeronaeelIphone from thebus, oron anairplane.But most had. Unfortunately, right now you
of all, the greatest loss will be felt by students who areonce again reminded feel like youhavethemental capacity of a rock.Youcan't think. You
of their inability to afford a computer or Internetconnection.
Why does the University expect all students to have a computer?Many can't concentrate.But theprofessor
students can barely afford SU with scholarships, let along a computer and isn't looking you slip out your
Internet access. This trend will onlybecomemore prevalent as the yearsgo notes and...
by,but we can't take the "tech upgrading"for granted and forgetthose who
While it seemslike a high-school
scenario, it still surprises me that
are left behind.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis Juday- college studentsstill cheat.Call me
Marshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. Signedcom- naive, call me stuck in a discipline
where youCAN'Tcheat (what am
mentaries REFLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NEC- I
gonna do, copysomeone'sarticle
ESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its
during a test?),but Iwas shocked.

Cheating doesn't help anyone
show arerushing toand fro, operating here, there, everywhere.Nurse
X (formerly, student X) is called to
assist the surgeon in operating to
save my petty life.
Nurse X, no matter how she
scored, will not beable toassist Dr.
Mark Greene (played by Anthony
Edwards) simply because she does
notknow whattodo. Give mesomethingsomethinginsomethingsomething milligrams," he demands (to
an extent it shows how much nuTsing potential Ihave).
Thenurse can' tanswer.Mypul.se
people
worriesmethe most is when
dropping. Ithink I
is
seea tunnel.
they
answers
to
the
field
easy
find
There's a light. Who's that guy
are studying.
Take for examplenursing, which with the pitchfork? Uh-oh.
The point is, and it doesn't only
isobviously oneof thehardestfields
due to its extensive study of the have todo with
the School ofNurs'
body, diseases,and the like. How- ing(becauseImconfidentthatmost
ever, nursing studentshave toactu- nursing students are honest and
ally learnandretain what theylearn. hardworking, anyway), cheating
Say,if student Xcheats onallhis (or only serves a shortterm purpose. In
her) tests, what will the outcome thelongrun, when youfinally grow
up,theonly competitionyou'11 find
be?
later,
you
years
10
and
had in collegeis with yourself.
Fast-forward
Don't cheat. Be honest. And for
I'm found at the baseof a building,
becausesomeonepushed meoff the pete's sake, give the doctor the
roof. Apparently that person didn't somethingsomethinginsomething
like my article. I'm rushed to the something milligrams and savemy
,
hospital in usual E.R.-style. The lifiL
e-mail Clarence at
background music cues.
regalac@seattleu.edu
All these famous stars from the
According to studies from the
Center for Academic Integrity at
Duke University,87 percent of students surveyedin 1993 admitted to
cheating on written work and 70
percent cheated on a test at least
once.
Granted, one might argue that
cheating has alwaysbeenprevalent
on any campus of any kind. One
should also put intoperspective the
level of education at which college
is distinguished. Collegeis the gateway to the real world, and what
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when Isee my friends having that
ability to call their brother or sister
up for no good reasonandhave that
type ofclose bond,it's somethingI
perience people expect it to have really wouldn'tmindhaving.
But I have what Ihave and the
been. Inever once felt cheated by
haveare worth while.
not having siblings. If anything, I experiencesI
felt like Ihave gained much more. Ihave an incredibly close relationDon't get me wrong,being anonly ship with my parents that Idon't
child does have its downsides.For think Iwould have ifanother perexample, when Ibroke something son was around.
Also, my parents didn't have to
orjust didanything wrong,I
had no
one toblame. Of courseIwould try worryabout funds for two children,
to blame the dog but they never just me. In other words, Iwas
believed me; Ithink it was because spoiled. —Yes, Iam big enough to
the dog was treated well and pam- admit it Imean Iwas an only
pered more then you can imagine child, for crying out loud.
and, of course,couldnever do anyOverall I have to say the best
thing wrong. Irememberon those experience Igot out of being an
rainy days when all my friends "only" was the way Ideveloped.
couldn't come outside to play,Iwas What Imean by this is that Ihave
stuck with television.It's nicerhav- matured in a way that onlychildren
ing someoneactually there to hang
See Only on page 3
out with rather than a box.Lastly,
died-and-they-are-trying-to-console-me voice, how it was to live
under such circumstances. To be
honest, it wasn't the traumaticex-

University

keeping Watch since

Alexis Juday-Marshall, Editor-in-

Being only child isn't a burden

KiraRando
Opinion Columnist
Do youthink it'sawful for somehave been
one tobe an onlychild? I
and always will be an only child.
Thatis tosay unlessscience makes
somemiraculous discoveries toget
my mother pregnantagain. Even if
theydid that,they wouldneedsome
incredible persuading skills toconvince her to do it agaiiv.

When Itell people of my "only
child status," they lookat me like I
havehad the worstlife in the world.
They ask me in this sad, someone-

"
The Spectator May 9, 2002
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Who is responsible for segregation now?
We've got the Black national an- than we should consider the mesthem. We've got Black Entertain- sage we're putting out there.
ment Televisionand Ebony magaWhen you have a BET, for exzine. There's the United Negro ample, people look at it as the staCollege Fund and the Miss Black tion for Blacks.The same goes for
America pageant.If the goal is to businesses, schools, and so on.
just fit in, then why do we conThesebusinesses andschools may
stantly want to set ourselves apart?

Austin Burton
Sports Editor

And whenever one of us does
something to show we fit in, the
reactionfrom theBlack community

For all the excitement he provided on his way to the end zone,
Barry Sanders was awfully boring
once he got there.
After running around, over, and
through defenders, the retired NFL
star wouldnonchalantlyflip theball
to the referee. To a kid, that didn't

often kills the effect.

Iremember when Mac Jemison
boarded the spaceshuttleEndeavor
in 1992.
All of a sudden she wasa celebrity in the Black community, even
though no one cared about her or
NASA beforehand. Instead of bemake sense. Where was the danc- ing an astronaut who justhappened
ing and taunting? The mediapicked to be aBlack female, Mac Jemison
up on this and asked him about it. was the BlackFemale Astronaut.
Sanders toldthemhe was following
Given the literal and figurative
the advice of his father, who told parties thatBlack community leadhim that when he scored,he should ers andmedia throw for "The firstact like he'dbeen there before.
ever Black (fill in the blank),"one

The absence of that attitude, of
acting like you've been there before,is one thing thathas preserved
the gap that still exists between
Black and White Americans.
Ifwhat we(and when Isaw "we"
ImeanBlack Americans) want is to
be fully integrated,we should act as
if webelong,as well as stopthe selfsegregationthatconflicts with those

goals.
Just look

at the way the Black
community distances ourselves.

Only:

childhood

examined -

from page 2

can fullyrelate with.Think about

it.onlychildren deal withadults a
lot more often then anyone their
own age.
For example when you go to
your parent's friend's house, for
those whohave siblings,you can
hang out with your brother or
sister and not have to socialize
with the adults. However, when
you're an onlychild, you have no
oneelse to talk toandyou kind of
get forced to learn to socialize
with adults earlyinlife. Also,not
havinga siblinghas been beneficial tomy relationships withother

people.
Ithink that because Icannever
fullyexperiencethebondbetween
siblings,Itake the relationships I
have with friends and family to a
level mostpeople normallydon't.
It'salmostlike an attempt to create that bond; that might explain
why I have so many friends I
consider more family then anything else.
I take any loss of a friend almost the way Iwould if I lost a
family memberbecauseof how I
view them and our friendship;
somethingclose and something I
don't want to lose.So whenever
you have a random thought about
getting married and how many
kids you want to have,don't rule
out just havingone. It'sreally not
thatbad an experience and financially,it willbe better for every-

would think we're just lucky instead of deserving. Again, act like
you've been there before.
It's time we decided onour real
goal. Is it a Black nationalismtype
of thing, where we accept that we'll
always be at a disadvantage and
band together to look out for each
other exclusively? Or do we still
want to sit at the same table with
White people like we're all on the
same playingfield?
If social integration is the goal,

not have wantedtoholdthe reputa-

tionofBlack Americain their hands,
but that's how it has workedout.
And if you look at how they representBlack America, it'snot pretty.

Looking at the listings for BET,

wayson the cover, the weeklypublication is so late incovering things

the rush to start protesting.
thatitmakes Black people look like
If scholarshipprograms rejected
the most uninformed group in Black students based on race, they
America. My sister and Iused to could always point out themillions
jokingly say that by the time JET of dollars unavailable to Whites.
You could argue that some of
broke the newsof theOJ verdict,OJ
wouldhave already found the real these race-specific outlets are neckillers.And I'm all for everyone essary,especiallyprogramsthathelp
going tocollege,but it's odd tosee finance college.
But assuming we need BET to
that most historically Black collegesanduniversities(HBCU)have give us a voice on TV is wrong.
By the time BET came around.
lower admission standards than
"White" schools.
Blacks had been on TV for years,
While Florida State University portraying charactersno moreemrequiresapplicants tohave at least a barrassing that what you currently
3.0 GPA and 1 100 on their SATs, seeon BET.
Florida A & M, an HBCU, only
There weren't tons of Black
requires a 2.5 and a 1010.Bethune- people on TV, mind you, but when
Cookman College, another HBCU you remember that America is less
in Florida,onlyrequiresa 2.0 GPA than 10percent Black, you see why

they'llbeshowing music videosfor
13 out of the 24hours this Friday,
with just one dedicated to news.
Overthe pastyear, the coversubjects ofEbonymagazine havebeen
Vanessa Williams, Toni Braxton,
Lenny Kravitz, Babyface, Janet
Jackson, Destiny's Child, Missy
Elliot,Eve, and TheRock— in ad- andhas no minimumSAT requiredition to threeissues thatfeatured a ment. Just what are the HBCU administrators trying to say?
handful of celebrities at once.
Again, this is all dependent on
Ebony
When
released its "100
MostInfluential Black Americans" what we want as a community. If it
list, only Master P made both the is in fact Black nationalism, then

we shouldn't expect to see much
more than lOpercentofus onscreen.
Obviously, the issues surrounding race relations are too large for
this small of a space.

Iwon't pretend to understand
listand a coverin the past year. The I'dhave no problem with theBETs what it was like 30 years ago, berest of the listis fullof Blacks who and Ebonys and college funds for causecompared to theBlack Amerihave succeeded in politics, busi- Negroes. I'dhave no problem call- cans of that era, we have it easy.
ness, finance,andactivism.But they ing rapand R & B "Black music,"
But Iwill assume most Black
—
don't sell CDs, so they don't get a and Iwouldn't have cared when Americans myselfincluded still
cover.It doesn't do much tonegate Ebony devoted articles to White like to hear of one of us achieving
that "Black people can only make people "stealing" Black music and what we were never intended to
money singingand playing basket- White women"stealing"Black men. achieve. But Ifigure weat leastowe

—

ball" stereotype,does it?
But what if there was a White
The "other"Black magazine,JET, Entertainment Network, oranIvory
isn'tmuch better. Besides the fact magazinewith headlineslike, "Why
that an entertainer or athlete is al- aresomany White mendatingBlack

it to the older generationto act like
we'veearned it.
E-mail Austin at
burtona316@hotmail.com

Letter to the editor:inappropriate caption
the weightofitsownletters. Though
caption wouldhave been appreci- 1 am certain the word was chosen
Iam writing m response to the ated.
not frommalice but from careless"The Natives.' What comes to ness,the factremains: 'natives' is
usageof aparticular wordina photo
caption on the front page of the mind when one hears the word? aracist term. It connotes hundreds
DearEditors:

sitivityinyour word choice for the

Spectator two weeksago. Thecap- Perhaps the hundreds of cartoons
tion read: "Bryan Miller gathers that depict dark-skinned 'natives'
notes while talking to natives." I running naked with bones on their
wouldlike toaddress theuse of the heads? Savages? Joseph Conradin
word'natives' todescribe the Zam- Heart of Darkness uses the term
bians Iwas, as it were,listening to 'native' and 'savage' interchangeably. Did the copy editor of the
at the time of the picture.
You may not have intended a Spectator mean to call the Zambislight. But,giventhe sordidhistory ans in the picture savages? Surely
of the such terms, especially inen- the denotative use of 'natives' is
counters between European-de- correct— the folksin thepicture are
scendedtravelersinAfricaandtheir from Zambia— but this word carindigenousAfrican hosts,somesen- ries far more cultural baggage than

of years of imperialist and colonial
rule, of bringing 'civilization' to
the dark-skinned 'savages' of one
locale or another, moreoften than
not in Africa. Furthermore, it
changes thedynamic of the picture
innegative ways. I,the whiteman
in the picture and the IDIP programas awhole are transformed
into apaternal presence enlightening the Zambians to Western ways
of doing things. It is a sad irony
that, in the moment thatpicture was

——

LettertotheditIonr:defSonpTesctahore

one.

Contact Kira at
randok @seattleu.edu

women?"There'dbe a stampedein

The Spectator does not edit letters to the editor
"
The Spectator May 9, 2002

taken, f was listening rather than

talking. This was thecase my entire
threemonths inZambia. TheSpectator editors managed to erase that

reality andInstitute another in the

useof one strongly connoted word.
Iam sure, however, that the use of
'natives' reflectsmore on the news
source that casually employs the
term than any subject matter on
which theymaybereporting. Sorry,
Spectator, butyour careless use of
language in this caption knocked us
ail back about ahundred years in
cultural sensitivity.
Bryan Miller
English/Creative Writing Major
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At leastshe's inshapeenough
to kick the thief's butt

Why not just getbig-ass dogs
to chill at thebike racks?

Sunday, 5/5/02
A studenthad her book bag stolen while they were using the
ConnollyCenter weight room.The
victim reportedkeys, a cell phone,
creditcards anddebitcards among
the missing items. The victim said
she'd hung her bag and coat at the
entryway of the weight room, and
returned 15 minuteslater to findthe
bag missing.

Sunday, 5/5/02
At 8:45 p.m., acampuscommunity member reported his moun-

front seat,butnothingelse was

Happensevery week
Tuesday, 4/30/02
A Grounds employeefound
a discarded syringe near the
bus stop on 10th and E.
Jefferson...and you probably
know what happened from

SECURITYPO

With friends like this...

Austin Burton

Sports Editor

tain bikestolen.

The victim saidhe'd locked his
bike to the bike rack on the east
side of the Barman Building at 7
p.m.
He saidheused a cable lock, but
evidence showedthatsomeonecut

the lock.

Friday, 5/3/02
A little after midnight, a student
entered the Campion Hall' lobby,

It's tooearly for this $%!#

upset thattheir friendshadn t carded

Monday, 4/29/02
him in the front door.The guy then
Someone pulled a desk from a wall in the Law picked upachair and threwit across
Schoollibrary,chippingpaint andputting scratches thelobby towardshis friends,breakon the wall. A Sullivan Hall staff membernoticed ing the chair.
the damage at 8:15 that morning.
The future WWF Superstar was
sent to deal with the resident conFor a minute there,Ithought she
duct system.
was...carrying

The Incredible Walking
Monday,4/29/02
Chair!
A CampionHall resident complained of severe
Friday, 5/3/02
stomach crampsand a skin reaction,prompting the
StudentHealthCenter tocallCampusPublicSafety
A Campion Hall resident called
and a Seattle FireDepartmentaid unit. Apparently CPS at 3 a.m. when they found
theproblems were a result of an allergicreaction to furniture from the lobby in the elsomethingthe victimhad eaten.She wasexamined evators.
and treated, and eventually felt better.
A helpful RA removed the furniture and put it back in the lobby
Sgt.Dr. Pepper'slonely stolen soda
before CPS came, but a few minutes later, CPS received another
call of furniture in the elevators.
CPS respondedthis time,removing the furniture from the elevator
Jefferson. The driver's side window was shattered and stayingin the lobbyuntilit was
and, according to the victim, two 6-packs of Dr. clear of people.But a few minutes
Pepper were taken fromthe trunk. Contents in the later, CPS received ANOTHER

Monday, 4/29/02
A campus community member had their car
broken into while it was parked on 11th and E.

glove compartment were a\so strewn about the

.

call. .just kidding.

Beatthisphotocaptionby TheSpectatorand youget twotickets to themovie
of your choice.Send inyour caption toretanan@seattleu.eduby nextMonday.

THE CHANGE IS HERE...

if

/4SBS6)

ALL REGISTRATION WILL NOW BE ON-LINE

fWWW.SUONLINE.EDUI
TO PREPARE:

"

"

Come to an open training session:
> When: May Bth8 th or 9th
> Where: Wykoff Auditorium
> Time: Noon-1:00pm
Go to the weband print a SU-OnLine registration & instruction worksheet
(WWW.SEATTLEU.EDU/ REGIS)

NEED HELP DURINGREGISTRATION (May15-May 24)?

"
"
"
"
"

Call the Help Desk @ 5571
Talk to a lab moniter
Talk to a resident assistant (RA)
Come to the Registrar's Office (USVC 104)
Call the Registrar's Office (x2OOO, Press #3, Press #4)

The Spectator " May 9, 2002
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Philosophy conference: Technology media
Ancient traditions and new voices takes centerstage
Amy Baranski

dent.
Aristotle.
"Most students [at the 100 level]
ThePhilosophy Club actsout their
they
by
extending
have an attitude that ancient phimission
what
University's
Philosophy learn in philosophy courses to in- losophy is irrelevant,"Hopkins said.
Seattle
A solid introduction to philosohosting
its seventh formal quarterly meetings which
Club will be
helps show students that their
to
disgive
opportunity
phy
studentsthe
annual conference at the end ofnext
cuss
with
asdismal
view of ancient philosophy
any
professors
their
week.
in their ignoranceof
maybe"rooted
they
are
pect
year'
philosophy
This
s conferenceisentitled:
of
that
is," Hopkins exphilosophy
Still
interested
in.
what
Philosophy
"Is Ancient
Rels
plained.
keynote
It
will
two
Theclub'
most
visiblecontribuevant?"
feature
Students get a chance to underspeakers Professor Walter Brogan tion toSUis setting thetheme of the
fromVillanovaUniversityandPro- yearlyconference andorganizingit standmorefully theimportanceand
meaning of
fessor Joe Sachs
philosophy in
from St. John's
Phase Twoof
College in AnCore
explore
the
napolis.
to
if
the
wanted
which reProfessor Sachs
quires them to
ancient foundations of philosophy
is regarded as one
take Philosoof the preeminent
meaning to the phy 210: Phiany
could
stillhave
translators of
losophy ofthe
Aristotle's Metaperson living
Human Perphysics
and
Nichomachean
BRIDGET O'CONNELL, SENIOR PHILOSOPHY son.
TheCore's
Ethics.
MAJOR
emphasis on
philosophy
ference now that
has national recognition. It's to the in their spare time. This year the doesn't stopthere. Students, generpoint where people want to be in- club thought it wouldbe wise to allyin their junior year, must take
vited,"BurtHopkins,AssociatePro- critique the usefulness of ancient an ethics course which often asks
philosophy in today's rapid paced students to see beyond the probfessor of Philosophy, said.
The conference willalso feature world.
lems presented in the classroomto
"We picked this theme because future dilemmas the mayencounter
papers from Tom Jeannot, Professor of Philosophy at GonzagaUni- in an increasingly modernized and in the professional world.
Bonicillo, whose paper topic is
versity,and SU Philosophy profes- technological world we wanted to
Republic and the
explore
"Plato's
Carlson,
Painter,
sorsLicia
Corinne
if the ancient foundations
Taiwo.
of
could
Postmodern
Soul" says that if SU
any
philosophy
still have
Christian Lotzand Femi
livingin
the
this
onthe importance
focusing
meaning
person
stopped
conference
at
to
The
is aimed both
faculty and students and will fea- radically different world," Bridget of ancient philosophy,"the quality

Managing Editor

"[W]e

[today],"

O'Connell, senior Philosophy ma- of our education would drop sigPhilosophy
majors
jor
and president of the Philosophy nificantly to thatofmediocre, unincluding senior
telligent post-modern relativists,
O'Connell,
Club,
explained.
Bonicillo,
Bridget
Mark
sigwhohave no sense that the everyspecific
question
This
has
Smith,
of
JohnMumm and Will
all
whomhave actively participated in nificance toSU's studentbody since thing we know and believe comes
the Philosophy Club and its plan- all students arerequiredby the first from the ancients."
The conference begins at 8:30
phase of the Core curriculum to
ning of the conference.
Hopkins, who hasbeen the Phi- take Philosophy 110: Introduction a.m. in the Schafer Auditorium on
losophy Club advisor for the past to Philosophy and Critical Think- ThursdayMay 16.
Sessions continue through Fri12 years,explained thatthemission ing.
focuses
on
17.Complete schedules of
dayMay
PhaseOneof theCore
ofthePhilosophyClub compliments
the
Conference can be
Philosophy
and
Phithe University's commitment to thefoundations ofwisdom
DepartPhilosophy
stuthe
1
10
is
where
found
in
many
losophy
foster the growth of the whole pertheCasey
ment
thefourth
floorof
encounon
begrudgingly
sonby nurturing theintellectual de- dents often
velopment of the individual stu- ter the writings of Plato and Building.
ture several student presenters in-

Cyrus Heffernan

Staff Reporter

Accordingly, the event is designed to illuminate how this new,
evolving media are reshaping our
understandingof traditional teaching disciplines.
"Onereason tocome to the conference is to see some ofthe things
professors are doing such as using
computer games to teach criminal
justice," Cumberland said.
Dr. Jacqueline Helfgott of the
Department of Society and Criminal Justice teaches a course called
"Murder Movies and
Copycat Crimes"
which explores the

Ifyouhaven't declared your major, are thinkingabout changing it,
or want to know theexcitingthings
awaiting youin liberal arts,Pigottis
the place tobetoday and tomorrow.
Presented by the Collegeof Arts
and Sciences, "New Mediain Old
Disciplines" begins a 2-day session
inrooms 100 and 103. Registration
begins at 8:30, which includes the
usual, but optional, college
fare of caffeine
to
and cholesterol.
Lunch is proto the
vided on both
days for those conference is to
who attend. To
obtain a schedof the
ule of departmental presentaTHINGS
tions, please
visit the nearest PROFESSORS ARE
bulletinboardor
go to http:// DOING SUCH AS
www.seattleu.edu/ USING COMPUTER

"One reason
come
see some

artsci/english/

newmedia/.
GAMES TO TEACH
Created and
organized by
CRIMINAL
Prof. Sharon

Cumberland of
the English Department, this

first-ever conference is designed to demonstratehow the
Collegeuses the

JUSTICE/
Sharon
Cumberland,

connection between

new media and real
crime.
In the class, Dr.
Helfgott uses a computer game called
"SoldiersofFortune"
to help students explore the effects of
virtual murder by

committing it.

Herpresentation at
the conference, Friday at 9:30 a.m., will
analyzetheeffectiveness of using computer games as a
teaching tool.

"Instructors are
digitizing film to
leacYv ShaVespeare,
using international

databases to teach
ENGLISH
medieval history,and
PROFESSOR
using (Internet)technology to make voting
acts of citizenship
and
research.
and
other
media inits courses
The ideafor this event is a result more accessible,"saidCumberland.
Becausemost studentstodayhave
ofCumberland'srecentlyconcluded
sabbatical yearas a visiting scholar grown up with the Internet, televi-

sion and movies,Cumberland feels
they may be in the habit of simply
looking
at this media as entertainNewmedia such as the Internet,
barely
e-mail, and CD ROMS
ex- ment.
isteda dozen yearsago, yet are part
SeePreview on page 7
of everyday life today.
in the Comparative Media Studies
program at M.I.T.

ASSU election results put O'Neill on top

RESULT
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Nicole retana
News Editor
Scan O'Neill,ajunior Historymajor,came out ontop inMondayand
Tuesday's ASSUelection results and willgo on to be the 2002-2003
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President, TomGaspers.
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ASSU President.
After the results were released, O'Neill saidhe was "very excited"
about the upcoming year and not only because he has the— opportunity
to be working with some many dedicated individuals although it
could be assumed that has a lot to do with it. O'Neill expressed his
confidence in his running mate and newly-elected Executive Vice
"He's been very involved this year," O'Neill said. "You know he
brings a lot of experience as a Non-Traditional [Representative] and
with organizations in the past and it's just a greatperspective to have
for student government."
O'Neill is also anticipating next year's introduction to the new
Student Center.On the third floorof thenew Student Center,according
to O'Neill and floor plans, will truly be a student-orientated-center
with the ASSU and SEACoffices sharing floor space with the Office
of Minority Student Affairs and alarge room equippedwith couches,
chairs, desks and hopefully computers for clubs to hold meetings
and conduct club business. Three walls of the "club room" are lined
with built-in filing cabinets so each club can have their own storage
space. A collegium and quiet lounge will also be located on the third
floor for student use.
"Fm really lookingforward to [nextyear]," O'Neill said."I thinkit's
going to be a great year."

—
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Some ASSU victories were closer
than the 2000 presidential election in
Florida :
Commuter Representative
Greta Smith
Jamie Garcia

Votes
203
211

Minority Representative
Jenn Pangilinan
Beverly Wong

219
222

Junior Class President
Erica Eschbach
Devin Biviano

209
186

Vice President of Student Affairs
Sam Ko
Carl Bergquist

251
228

President
Tapuwa Dandato
Scan O'Neill

227
252

Executive Vice President
Gayatri Eassey
Tom Gaspers

212
237
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Aquino touches on global and local topics
crazed by globalization.
"Lastyear's tragic event and the
carnage in the Middle East these
past two months, should serve to
remind us that globalization is not
justabout market linkages.It is also
abouthuman connections,"shesaid.
AquinocautionedthatAmericans
should alwaysexamine the "bigger
picture," in terms of the effects of
their actions, whether itbe in terms
of personal interactions orpolitical
decisions.
"Conceptslike globalization and
free markets are meaningless in a
society mired in poverty."
Her strong words were well received by the crowd which recognized her strongestpoints with applause.
"Superior weaponry can decide
who and how many shall die, it
cannot dictate how people choose
to liveor die," Aquinocautioned.
Aquinoclosed her speech with a

Alexis Juday-Marshall whichincluded a studentluncheon

Editor-in-Chief
Students, staff and faculty gath-

ered together lastFridayafternoon
in Connolly NorthCourt to honor
Corazon Aquino as Seattle Uni-

versity bestowed its Doctorate of
Humanitieshonoris causauponher.

Father StephenSundborg,SJ, Archbishop Alexander Brunett, and
manyothers wereinattendancefor
the ceremony.
After a convocation from SU
Provost John Eshelman and several opening remarks and greetings from membersof the SU campus, Aquino received her award
and thenaddressed the membersof
the audience.
Theformer president of thePhilippines addressed the large audience witha speech entitled,"The
Spiritual Dimension ofGlobalization,"after which she responded to
questions from SU students.
The ceremony was the culmination of a day's worth of activities,

plained.
Aquino likenedthe pain she sufUnited Filipino Club.
fered at thedeath ofher husband, to
During the ceremony,members America's reaction to Sept. 11.
"Suffering is solitary. You can
of Filipiana, a local Filipino dance
troupe performed a cultural piece, sympathize withanother'spain,but
and Archbishop Brunett addressed youcan experienceonlyyourown.
the audience. Aquino appeared When you commemorate Sept. 11
humbled and spoke of her great again,do not recall the collapse of
twoof theworld' s tallest buildings
gratitude to SUfor the degree.
"Beyond the distinct honor that or the momentary humbling of a
Seattle University hasbestowedon great nation's pride," Aquino caume, Iam gratified by your vote of
tioned.
Instead, Aquinoencouraged the
confidence,so tospeak,onmy life' s
work."
audience to remember the whole
Aquino continued, remarking world that each victim lost in the
upon the personal importance that tragedy.
Aquino spoke from the podium
the church and the presence of the
Jesuits signified for her when her upon a darkened stage with great
husband,Benigno Aquino,Jr., was presence and capitalized upon the
rapt attention and quiet energy of
imprisoned.
"Throughout the long and an- the audience. Later in her speech
guished years of my late husband's Aquino addressed the current podetention as a prisoner of con- litical situations around the world
science, JesuitFathers werealways
and what they mean for a world
among those who gave him, and
meandour children,thestrengthto
endure therank injustice," she ex-

forum and performances from the

WANTED:

Honors: dancing, lunch,
conversation mark visit
From front page
of a peaceful revolution ousting
Marcos. In her six-year term,
Aquino returned the country to
democracyand curbed thespiraling
economy,all while survivingseven
coup atlemplsby\nsurgent groups.
"This is why we give honorary
degrees to figures like Desmond
Tutu and Graca Michel; it's because they have a personalexperience of an area we know least
—
about the developing world.
Corazon Aquinois most insolidarity of knowing the developing
world,"Father Stephen Sundborg,
SJ said early Friday in the Pigott
Auditorium. Aquino took the podium torelateherstorytoattending
faculty andstaff, occasionally veering off the serious subject matter
for some witty remarks.
"I remember Marcos said he
thought my place was only in the
bedroom," she said. "Apparently
he hadn't heard about my cooking!"
After the presentation in Pigott,
Aquino migrated over to Campion
Ballroomfor the day's studentluncheon forum. Emcee Virgil
Domaoan, ASSU President, introduced Aquino and her attending
daughter, son-in-law, and two
grandsons.
Father Michael Bayard, SJ pre-

tion session with Aquino,according to Jim Hembree, College of
Arts and Sciences AssistantDean.
Junior Mechanical Engineering
major Lance Casernasked Aquino
to comment on the impact of the
U.S. waronterrorism inthe Philippines.
"/ think ourpresident wasone of
thefirst todeclaresupport,"Aquino
said."I think it is important forthe
world to get together instead of
—
blaming each other [otherwise]

we'll never get anywhere," she
added.
Shane Baguyo, a graduate student in the School of Education,
inquired to Aquino about the religious intolerance between Christians and Muslims in the Philip-

pinesandhow she thought it might

Lonely Spectator ISOLTR w/intelligent, insightful, dedicated and witty
individual. Must be ready for long
days and late nights of stimulating
activities. The sawy Spec is not looking for one exclusive relationship but
rather many partners who are willing
to shape me, love me, and cover my
enticing blank pages with forceful
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Story Editor
,Lead
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"Well, Ifirst want to' point out

dous harm and injury."
Aquinoexplainedhowsomeforeigners are kidnapped or injured
by the warring minority groups
while vacationing on one of the
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determination by many to bring
aboutpeace.
"I mean none of us is excused
from that job."

* Opinions Editor
Features Editor
Arts and Entertainment Editor
SDOrts Editor
" Copy Editor
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" Pnoto
On-Line Editor
" Editorial Artist
* Advertising Manager
Business Manager
" Staff Writer
Staff PhotOQraDher
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Faculty memberson the event's
committeerecommended specific
students to participate in the ques-

'02-'O3 Positions Now Available For:

words and exciting images. Have to
pound outintensestories (on the keyboard). Age, race, background not
important - you just need to beloose
and flexible (with your schedule) and

"Ithink whatisimportant hereis
sented the invocation before the
lunch, which was a special Filipino that we try to look for what wehave
dish.Studentsand guestsdinedover in common, more than stressing
,
j/j%4^id2
a mealof Adobochicken skewers, our differences."
As an example, Aquino repancit bihon, greenpapaya salad,
Wffff^
and pandesa provided by Bon counted on her experience in an
'i'mHttT^yi-ii
\it'*f
Appetit.
Italianchurch whosecongregation
Justbefore Aquinoaddressedthe washelped immenselyby Filipino
students, members of the United immigrants.
■"Ty 2?y
FilipinoClub went on stage to per"I remember talking to a priest
i\_~_.
form a traditional dance inhonor of andhesaid, 'Youknowifit weren't
the former president's visit.
for the Filipinoshere, ourchurches 1v nS&r^
|
Aquino then went to sit at the wouldbe reallyempty.'"
bK
Aquino saidthatshe sees a strong I
front ofthe ballroomwithDomaoan
to field questions from students.

JoJn The SpeddtOr Staff!

beresolved.
that we are not having a religious
war in the Philippines," Aquino
said to the crowd. "Many Christians and Muslims are living together in harmony, and the violence only makes up a very small
minority.Unfortunately,they area
minority that has caused tremen-

reflectionupon herpersonalchoices
andher faithin the factshe believes
she has remained true to herself.
"[TheJesuits] taught methat the
easy path is rarely the right one,
and theroadleast traveledis probably the right one to take when no
one returns from the road most
trodden."
The Connolly Center reverberatedwith thesoundofclappingand
a long-standing ovation. Theceremony then concluded with a response by Father Sundborg and
severalquestionsasked bystudents.
Members of the Seattle University Consort singers performed
"BayanKo," a traditional Filipino
song, and the procession that led
Ms.AquinointotheConnolly Center took her out again.
The honorary degree ceremony
was originally scheduled for last
fall,but had to be rescheduled due
to post-Sept. 11 travel concerns.
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Signup at the Reference Desk, 2 Floor,
Lemieux Library,with a topicin mind.

We can help.
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Philippines: teaching history and cultural awareness technology changes the way we live
From front page

partment chair, who will be dis-

From vase 5

ment; changed to expire in 1991.

1969 Marcos reelected.
"They may not realize that their
1970 "First Quarter Storm":
bus with few passengers.
Such realizations ran rampant massive student demonstrations in lifelongknowledge that caninform
like wild horses. He had the same ManilaagainstMarcos and the U.S. their educational endeavors," she
said.
confusion withpeople goingto the government.
Also at the conference is a bro1971 Grenades thrown atspeakmarket. He wondered why they
preparedbylibraryReference
chure
sun,
political
were wearingumbrellasin the
ers' platform of Marcos'
providing informationon
Miranda;
in
Plaza
Deskstaff
p
erpesadly
and
it took awhile forhim to opponents
80 databases available
some
of
the
caught;
keep
sunburns tratorsnever
writofhabeas
realize it was to
,
1
(restored
Jan.
1
there
for
research.
corpus
suspended
away.
Dr. Mara Adelman of the ComO'Connor explained the diffi- 1972).
Department is one of
September
21:
Marcos
munications
1972
English
culties between
and the
thespeakers intoday'sopeningsegdialects of the Philippines. Sen- declared MartialLaw.
tences like "are you living" and
1973 1973 Philippine Constitu- ment scheduled for 9:30 a.m. The
topicis"Mediated Communication:
"are you leaving," seemed very tion ratified.
1974 "Parity" amendment ex- Public and Private."
similar.
"The Internetis altering the way
According to National Geo- pires.
graphic, there are over 600 differ1976 Tripoli Agreementsigned we conduct our lives and the relaent dialects in the Philippines.But to end fighting between govern- tionships we form," she said. "This
conference provides a glimpse into
as O'Connor explained, that is a ment and Muslim guerillas.
InterimNathe latestresearch findings and in1978 Elections for
gross understatement.
held,
novative
curriculum."
Assembly
generally
reThere are neighboring villages tional
Joining
Dr. Adelman will beDr.
garded
with completely different meanas fraudulent.
DePhilpott,Communications
1979
RP-U.S.
Jeff
agreement
bases
ings for the same word. The word
fly
Philippine
flag
dialect
means
to
.
"saan" in one
amended:
"where" and in another it means over bases, but U.S. guaranteed
"unhampered"military use.
"no."
1981 January17:Marcos lifts
A lot has changed since
O'Connor traveled to the Philip- Martial Law.
1983 Prominent Political Oppines.
Almostevery school in thecoun- position Leader Benigno S.
try teaches in English. The roads, Aquinoassassinated(at the tarmac
which were once dusty and of the Manila International Airtrampled from people walking to port on August 21).
town, arenow undoubtedlypaved.
1984 April30 ofthis YeardeO'Connor has not been back to clared Women's Suffrage Day.
the Philippinessince 1971, but like
1985 Marcos announces snap
elections.
Aquino's widow
changes
many,hehas followed the
Corazon
announces
her candidacy
country.
that occurred in the
p^nim^iwuAU'"1

v
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In honor of Corazon Aquino's for the presidency. At the deadthe University has brought line, Corazon Aquino and Salvamany people to SU to explain her dorLaurel agree torunas a united
presidency and the Philippines. opposition ticket.
1986 Feb. 7,FirstSnapPresiBelow is a timeline of everything
O'Connor
left dential Elections.Feb.22"People
that took place after
Aquino
Philippines
the
andbefore
Power" revolt(inEDSA).Marcos
ousted
from power (by the Filitook office.
1965 Ferdinand E. Marcos de- pinopeople, on February 25 folfeats Macapagal for presidency; lowingthe People Power Revolt).
Marcos, going back on campaign First Filipino woman president
promise, backs sending civic ac- elected (Corazon C. Aquino).
Information Courtesy of http://
tion unit (PHILCAG) to support

\

national conferences. She teaches
writingand literacy,classicalrhetorical theory, and 20th Century
rhetoric and composition theory
at the University.

Welchhas been a visitingprofessor at the University of Colorado, University of Utah, and
Texas Christian University. She
was also a Distinguished Visiting
Professor at Ohio State University anda VisitingScholaratM.I.T.
Assisting Prof. Cumberland in
preparing the conference have
been Dr. Adelman,Robert Balas,
Director of Language Learning
Center; Andrew Schultz,Fine Arts
Associate Professor; and Brad
Sherman, Fine Arts Adjunct Professor. Communications/Journalism major Natale Mosca has
handled the publicity for the even
and Rose Zbiegan, Administrative Assistant for English and International Studies,design.

'^
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visit,

cussing the ways in which the
Internetisaltering public discourse
and new concepts in the formation
of arguments. Prof. Cumberland
said the conference is designed for
active studentparticipation as opposedtoa lecture typeformat. Each
of the nine sessionswillhave question and answer periods built into
themsothatstudentscan sharetheir
ownideas.
"We are definitely looking for
student input on the effectiveness
of PowerPoint as an instructional
tool," she said.
Dr.KathleenWelch fromtheUniversity of Oklahoma English department will deliver the Keynote
Speech at the All College Dinner
tonight.
AuthorofElectricRhetoric: Classical Rhetoric, Oralism and New
Literacy,Dr. Welch has presented
over65papers atnational andinter-
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www.codewan.com.ph/
US war in Vietnam.
1966 Rusk-Ramos Agreement; peoplespower/rp_elections/
fixed term of military basesagree- timeline.html.
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I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
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to London, 3-day hostel and
4-day London Travelcard.
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One time, this little second grader was
playing with Legos and some kids were
making funofhim and calling him 'Poopy.'
Itold them to stop picking on him, and one of the
kids told me that Scotty hadhadan accident inhis
pants. Ilooked over at him, and sure enough the
back ofhis Dockers looked a little pudgy. Iwas
about to take himto thebathroom so hecould wash
himself off,buthisdad walked inright then topick
himup.Needless to say,Iwaspretty happy that his
dad showed up when he did."
Senior Liberal Studies major Kerry Callaghan
has a never-ending repertoire of funny kid stories.
Her aresenalis built on over a year's experience
of workingas teacher's assistantat an after-school
program for an elementary school in the Seattle
School District.
"Around Thanksgiving, when the Harry Potter
movie came out, the kids were all writing their
own version of the story to be performed for the
parents," Callaghan said, recalling a far cleaner
incident. "The kids decided there were too many
booksand movies wheretheherois aboy. So they
decided to make Harry intoHarriette for genderequality. It was entirely their idea."
Callaghan decided to work with kids because it
fits intoher future plans.
"I want to be an elementary school teacher, and
this is the best way to work with kids who are
ar=ound the age Iwant to teach," she explained.
"Sometimes they get a littleout ofcontrolandIget
really frustrated, but then they will do something
incredibly sweetthatreinforces mycareer dream."
Teachingruns in her family. Her mom hasbeen

£ £

■

a kindergarten teacher in San Francisco
for nearly 25 years, and Callaghan has

grown up seeing the passion and frustrations that come withbeing a teacher. She
says her mom has been an incredible
influence androle model in her life. The
life of a teacher is tough and comes with
little respect beyond the classroom and a
small paycheck.
"Working at my school is the best job
out therefor me."Callaghan said. "Ihave
almost always workedwith kidsbecause
they are so much fun and energetic. I
thinkkids are truly
amazing human
beings who have
to
potential
change the world.
And where else

can you play soccer, have a snack,
then work on a

Mother's Day art
project andstill get
paid?"

Kerry Callaghan demonstrates
the highly
specialized skills needed
to be an assistant to an
elementaryschool teacher.

working there for so long, she saidthat shedoesn't
jobs bring slices home very often because she doesn't
JL\l. are want to get sick of them. She also only gets 50
notoriously percent off and, at $6dollars a slice, the expenseof
stressful, but try becoming addicted could really add up!
working at one of But working at the Cheesecake Factory does
the hottest places in have its perks. Stanley enjoys freaking out the
town: The Cheesecake customers during the mandatory bathroom checks
Factory. Added to the every 15 minutes. Shehas to go into the women's
of
stress
is
usuallevel
the constant temptation ofall restroomand open the unoccupied stalls to check if
the delectable desserts facing you at every turn. she needs to replenish the toilet paper. Somehow,
Senior Public Relations major Laura Stanley is a all thatlurking aroundthe toilets always getsstrange
strong individual: shehas not only withstood these looks.
"Another fun part of the restaurant business is
challenges since early fall, when she began working at the frontdesk ofthe downtown eatery,but she when my friends come in. Ican seat them almost
immediately and at the best tables. One time a
actually enjoys it.
work,"
Stanley said. "The customer commented thatshehadbeen waiting for
"I always have fun at
to my friends
toughpart is when we have fifty people all waiting 40 minutes, andthose girls [pointing
'
table]
about anhour for a table. After about 45 minutesof at a
walked right in and got
waiting, they start to get hungry and complain a table. Itold her they were
about the length of the wait. Sometimes it is VlP's, and the
difficult to remain composed and cheerful, espe- blonde's grandfather was the
cially when you want to tell them off!"
Stanley has worked at a variety of jobs,including owner of the
one at the Washington Public Interest Research entire
Group, and decided to work at the Cheesecake chain.
Factory because it is closer to her house. The
restaurant primarily employs 20-something-yearolds and fellow college students, so it is an energetic crowd that keep the restaurant on its toes.
When asked about the famous cheesecakes, and
how she manages tonotlooklike a cheesecakeafter

tc

estarant

Working
The woman was really amazed and told

the rest of the people
with her. Soon the gossip spread through the
restaurant. We made
fun of her the whole
night."

Courtesy of

robin Miller

LauraStanley (top)enjoyshosting at the CheesecakeFactory, butherfriends really
reap the rewards when theygettoskip the longlines(bottomfromleft toright:Sasha
Anderson, Bridget O'Connell, LauraStanleyandAngela Morel.)
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dings for her clients.
A junior majoring in Communications, Carpenter
has gone back to school even though she has a lucrative business that she started herself. Her business,
New World & Co., began as a cleaning company
targeted towards corporate-ownedhomes. She caters
to what shecalls high maintenance people: people who

a

years ago,
Cathryn
Carpenter
was planning her wedding. Now she plans wed-

Ten
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i
v
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for
Join the worldof those
brave souls who dare
to do the impossible:
pursue a degree at SU
and work off campus.
—
It'sa dirtyjob literally
—
sometimes but some
students have to do it.

Tania Lutes moved from Arizona to Seattle, she might havebeen
uncertainabout the weather,but one
thing was for sure: she already had a job waiting
for her. Lutes hadbeen working as a server at the
Sheraton Hotel in Tucson, and in 1994 she
smoothly transferred tothePikeStreetCafe in the
downtown Seattle Sheraton.
Now set for graduation in
June with a masters degree
in Education, Lutes
hopes to find ajob in
the field of social
work. She
looks forward to
having a
career
that will |
be a big
change
from wait-

When

'

have a lot of money and often don't have time to take
care of home maintenance themselves.
"The need was so big that it was easy. Ihad six
employees shortly after Istarted,and thebusiness led
to my becoming a personal assistant, too," she explained. "The people whosehomesIwas takingcare of
needed help with other aspects of their lives, such as
running errands, personal shopping, event planning
and payroll. Ialready had a few different skills, such
as cosmetology, so this was a way for me to incorporate all of my skills and market them to a specific

clientele."
Carpenter was a personal assistant to Harry
Stonecipher, president and chief operations officer for
Boeing, after he re-located to the Seattle areabecause
of theMcDonnell Douglas/Boeingmerge. She got the
job when her name came up in aconversation he was
having with someone, proving that networking does
pay off. For the past six months, Carpenter planned a
wedding for her most recent client, a Microsoft employee.
"My job is really flexible," Carpenter said. "I can

schedule my
own hours
and
work
when Iwant
to work, but
its a bittersweet relationship since

often times
I'm at my cliAlthoughalreadyrunningasuccessfulbusiness,
ents' beck Cathryn Carpenter
wantstoseta goodexample
andcall. The
for her daughterby earning herdegree.
day of the

earthquake
last year,Iwas still,expected to go downtown to make
deliveries,and one client waited for me toget to their
house toclean up all of the art work that had fallen off
their walls." On yet another day that nobody willever
forget, Sept. 11, Carpenter had to fly for business,
getting stuck in long lines and security inspections.
Even though her business was a success, Carpenter
sold two-thirds of her business to her employees three
yearsago so that shecould go back to school and only
work part-time.
Ultimately, Cathryn hopes to get a job doing larger
eventplanning or community affairs work. She has a
daughter now, and wants to set a good example by
getting a degree. She says it will also give her great
satisfaction to complete a formal education.

hotel, meaning
that she often \
gets to see an I

ing tables.
"The Sheraton has helped pay my way
through school, and has been extremely
flexible with my ever-changing schedule,"
shesaid,"explaining why shehas stuck with
the job for so long.
When Lutes first started working there,
downtownSeattle wasn't nearly as busy as it
is today,although theWashington StateConvention and Trade Center was right next
door to the hotel on Pike Street. Because
of the constant string of conferences,
Lutes has seen a much wider array of
clientsthan she might if she worked
at a different hotel.
"Because of the Convention
Center being so close by, you get
to see all different kindsof people
in the hotel lobby and restaurant,"
Lutes sad. "We wait on people
from the Microsoft conventions.
Star Trek conventions and the annual Richard Karn Celebrity Golf
Classic. Andthat'sjusttonameafew
"Itgets crazy here sometimes," Lute
said. "The Star Trek fans are the mos
entertaining, though. People will be
walking around the restauran
dressedupliketheirfavoritechar
acters, acting and talking justlike
them."
Sometimes there will be severa
different events goingon atthe sam
time, in addition to the regular tourist
and business people that stay at th

eclectic mix of
people.
"That's

noto-

nous,"

shesaid.
Although
Lutes enjoys
her job at the
Sheratonoverall,
she's ready to
move on. Eleven
years isa long time
to work at any
place, andthe only
reason she'sstayed
there this long is
becausethe money
is good for the
amountoftimeand
effort shehas toput
into the job itself.
COURTESY OF SHERATON.COM

Tania Lutes has worked at the Sheraton
evenbefore she movedto Seattle.
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of the nice
things about
working there, you
see and meet so
many different
kinds of
people that
it makes
the job
less mo-
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Breaking news:

berth;
regional
denied
Redhawks
to EOU
suffer pair of one-run losses
—
■

Jasib Lictenberger
SU Sports Information

PORTLAND,Ore.— KatieMartin was credited withboth victories
as Eastern Oregon University (19-

17)defeated SeattleUniversity (2017) 5-4, 7-6 in a best two out of

three regional qualifying series
Wednesday afternoon at DeltaPark
in Portland,Ore.With the victories,
the Mountaineers earned the fourth
and final seed in the NAIA Region
Itournamentbeginning tomorrow.
Martin went thedistance ingame
one toout-duel Seattle ace Jennifer
Hewitt (So., Vancouver, Wash./Ft.

Vancouver HS) in the extra-inning
affair. She also picked up the victory in the second game despite
blowing a 6-3 lead and a saveopportunity after coming on in relief
in the fifth inning.

The Mountaineers came back
from a 3-1 deficit to force extra
innings in the opening game.
Adrienne Fullmerhit a two-out RBlsingle to break a 4-4 tie and bring
home the game-winning run in the

eighthas EasternOregon stolegame
one from the favored Redhawks.
The Mountaineers got on the
Scoreboard early on an RBI-single
by Beth Hull in the first inning.
TheRedhawks responded with a
big inning in the second to capture
a 3- 1lead. The first threeSU batters
reached base on a pair of walks.
Annie Becker (Fr., Montesano,
Wash./Montesano HS) brought in a
run with a sacrifice fly. Liz Meyer
(Fr.,Helena,Mont./Capital HS) followed with a two-run double to
provide the bigpunchof the inning.
Eastern scored a run in the third
andadded twomore in the top of the

fifth torecapturethe lead,4-3.That
did not last long,however, as Seattle picked up a run in the bottom
half of the inning on a double by
Krystal Duncan(Fr.,Yoncalla,Ore./
Yoncalla HS) to tie the teams at
four runs apiece.
Martin had no more problems
after thatas sheretired the finalnine
Seattle batters in order for the victory. Hewitt avoided a jam in the
sixth, as the Mountaineers loaded
the bases with two outs on three
singles in the inning. But Hewitt
forced a groundout to end the inning.The Mountaineers had 18hits
in the game and left 13 runners on
base.Martin wasalso the tophitter
of the game,going4-for-5 withone
run to help her cause.
In game two,EasternOregon sent
face of Kat
the familiar
—
played
who
forSeattle
Bielemeier

one,
last season to the mound. The where she left off in game
the
of
top
former Redhawk kept Seattle in retiring the sideinorderin
sixth,
in
the
the
streak
check for the first two innings, al- the fifth. But
lowing the Mountaineers to jump of 12straightretiredbatterscameto
an end. Seattle's first two batters
out to a 2-0lead.
But the Redhawks found their reached base, as the Redhawks
groove and jumped on their former brought home three runs to tie the
mate for three runsin the top half of game up once again, 6-6.
Again, the Mountaineers anthe third. Sarah Carrier (So.,
Liberty
hitan
swered
with a run-producing inHS)
Issaquah, Wash./
own. Majalise Watson
up
picked
ning
oftheir
RBI-single, and Seattle
RBI-single
hit
an
in the sixth to
consecutivebasestwomorerunson

loaded walks.
That lead did not last, however,
as the Mountaineers tied the game
3-3 in thebottomhalf of the inning
when Martin reached on an error.
Eastern Oregon picked up three
more runs in the fourth inning to
take a 6-3 leadandputtheRedhawks
on the brink of elimination.
Martin came on in relied for
Bielemeier and took over right

bringintheeventual game-winning
run. The Redhawks had one more
chance to keep their season alive
andloaded the bases with two outs
in the seventh. But Martin forced
SU slugger Brittany Sullivan (Jr.,
Tualatin, Ore./Tualatin HS), who
already had twohits in the contest,
to pop up to shortstop. SU had 10
hits in the game but stranded 12
runners.

Room
Inside the Seattle U Training Mike
Fine
With head trainer Mark Escandon and assistant

assistant trainer.
John
In addition to the trainers, there
Staff Reporter
are fivestudentathletic trainerswho
"What, didyou losea bet or some- help withday-to-day operations in
the training room. They are Sarah
thing?"
Manchak,
Jennifer Dellacroce,
Mark
Escandon's
Head trainer
Boyle

questionloanalMeteasVdngtohave Lauren Jones,BarbaraWorthington
his ankle taped without pre-wrap, and Stephanie Clubb.
The duties of the trainers vary
seems tosum up the casualmoodof
day today, focusingona numfrom
training
room.
University's
Seattle
(For those of you who have never ber of things from treatingathletes
had your ankle taped, the afore- to taking care of the always fun
mentioned request is somewhat paperwork (although the student
similar toprimitive torturemethods trainers are quick to point out that

used during—the Inquisition.)
Escandon known for his Hawaiianshirts and his love of KoolAid— and Mike "Jiggy" Fine the
trainers who take care of SU's athletes, treat their injuries, and, at
times,provide them withentertainment and wit.
Both the athletes and trainers
agree that the SU trainingroomis a
positive and fun atmosphere, but
that's not tosay it is a placewithout
discipline. Get caughtby oneof the
trainers using inappropriate language, and it's time for you to"pay
the pig" 25 cents. At the end of the
year, the piggy bank is emptied and
the moneyis used to fund the trainingroom end-of-the-yearparty.So
consider yourselves warned, your
F-bomb todayis their party in June.
Escandon. whois inhis sixthyear
at SU, graduated from Western
Washington University in 1995. It
was his desire to work in a sportsrelated field that led Mark to a career in sports medicine.
Fine alsocame to SU fromWestern, and is in his fourth year as the

they do quite a bit of paperwork
themselves).

Foreveryhome game inany sport,
there is always at leastone trainer
present to act as the first response in
thecase ofaninjury.jury Mostoftheonthe-field injuries canbe treated by

.

the trainers. However, some injuries have required additional medi-

cal attention.
In addition to working home
games, either Mark or Mike travels
with the teams for postseasontournaments whenever possible.
As far as treating injuries goes,
Mark and Mike have seen everything ranging from shin splints to
concussions. According to Mark,
the most common injuries they see
are ankle-related.
They have alsodealt with broken
legs, dislocated shoulders, blown
knees and chronicback problems to
namejust a few of the many injuries
they have seen. With any type of
injury,the trainers strivetokeep the
athletes safe and get them on the
road to a speedy recovery.
The biggest workload for the

The Spectator is still looking for
writers. Those interested are
encouraged to call (206) 296-6470, or
e-mail us at newstips@seattleu.edu

trainers and their staff comes duringFall quarter, when soccer,cross
country, and volleyball are in season. On a typical fall afternoon,
Mark andMike willtreatnumerous
injuries, tape countless ankles, and
fill out stacks of paperwork.

For all thehardworkdone by the
trainers, there is always a little fun
to be had as well.From Hawaiian

Shirt Fridays to putt-putt golf, to
heated debates over the pronunciationofthe word caramel, the mood
seems to be positive more often
than not in the trainingroom.
Through the good times and the
injuries, the trainers remain committed tokeepingSU's athletessafe
and healthy. Without the dedicationofMark, Mike,and the student

trainers, manyofourathletes would

competing at the level they
today.
are
So let's all raise a big glass of
Kool-Aide in thanks to the trainers
and their staff. Besides, they could
usesomething to washdownallthe
caramel (pronounced CARE-UHMEL, according to Webster's Dictionary).
not be

Several Redhawks score

big going into playoffs
Carl Bergquist
Staff Reporter
The Seattle University softball
team walked away with numerous
postseason awards as they travel
down to Oregon to compete for an
NAIA regional birth this week.

Head coach Jim Gentleman
steams into a best-of-three playoff

series versus WesternOregonUniversity withaGreatNorthwest Athletic Conference Co-Coach of the
Year award. Gentleman responded
to SU's rough 2001 season and
brought home the first winningseason in school history, guiding the
Redhawks to a 20-15 record, a far
cry from their 13-26 of a year ago.
He split the award with Jason
Hansen of St. Martin's College.
Gentleman benefitted from having
the best offense in the conference.
The Redhawks had a .308 team
battingaverage withtheironlycompetition being HSU, who finished
at .300. The Redhawks had two or
more players in the GNAC top 10
for everyoffensive categoryexcept
triples, and an astounding sixplayers in the lead for average RBIper
game.
Sarah Carrier was a spark plug
that led the offensive charge.The

sophomore third baseman was the
runner-up for league MVP behind
Lacey Cope of Humboldt St. University. However, Carrier was the
only unanimous selection to the
GNACAll-Star first team. She finished theseason with a league-leading .391 batting average, and also
finished second in RBI (39), sixth
in hits, averagingover one hit and
RBI a game. Thegap between Carrier and other league-leaders may
have beenevencloser hadHSU not
playedalmost twice asmany games
as SU. Carrier was also an GNAC
Academic All-Star, earning a 3.42
gradepoint average.
The Redhawks placed a total of
seven players on the all-academic
team, takingup more spots thanany
other school in the conference.
Sophomoresecond basemanCarrie Ward led the Redhawks with a
3.52 GPA and was selected as one
of SU's three All-Star second
teamers, alongwithsenior leftfielder
Kirn McDonald, and sophomore
pitcher Jennifer Hewitt.
Hewitt was fifth in the league
witha 2.08 ERA.McDonald wasan
Academic All-Star, as well as finishing third in the GNAC in runs
scored (34) and ninth in batting
with a .353 average.

"
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Centerfielder Annette Gaeth
closed out her senior year in grand
style, finishing third in the conference in batting with a .379 average
to complement her Academic AllStar selection with a 3.48GPA.She
also earned an All-Star first team
selection. Gaeth proved to be a
menace to opposingpitchers,tying
McDonald inruns scored (34) and
finishing fifth inthe GNAC with 19
steals.
Catcher Krystal Duncan, who
played everyinning behind theplate
in just her freshman season,picked
upanhonorable mention to the AllStar squad. Duncan also finished
eleventh in the conference in batting(.336).Junior rightfielder BrittanySullivan wasalso anhonorable
mention, driving in 22 runs and
staying just above a .300 average.
Rounding out SU'sAcademic AllStars were utility players Ericka
Briggs and Anna Doubek, and
pitcher Petey Sonnett, all sophomores.
SU is trying to earn the fourth
seedto regionalsagainst WOU this
week. If the Redhawks win, they
will face top-seededSimon Fraser
University, who has already received a bid to the national tournament..
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Former Husky's life taught us a lesson
theneck down.
feel sorry for himself. Instead, he We always said that he was a warOn Monday morning, just two was always smiling.
rior on the field. What we learned
days after his 24th birthday, Curtis
Whetherit waslaughing withhis was that he was a warriorin life."
Williams' strugglescame toanend teammates in the locker room durNow his family and friends are
whenhe passedaway from compli- ing his football careeror wearing a left to mourn, and a seven-year-old
cations associatedwith his paraly- courageousgrin while strapped toa girl is without a father.
And it is times like these when
sis at hisbrother's home inFresno. wheelchair,Williams could always
On a recent visit to Seattle, Wil- brighten aroom withhis smile.
one cannot helpbut ask the quesliams seemed optimistic about his
As good as Curtis Williams was tion, why?
onthe field,itwas thelast18months
Why risk somuch sufferingfor a
future.
AfterattendingUW's springfoot- of hislife that perhaps best defines game?
ball game, he said he planned to him.
Williams' death weighs not only
John Boyle
Thoughconfined toa wheelchair, on those whoknew and loved him,
watch at least one home game from
Sports Columnist
the field at Husky Stadiumthis fall. Williams showed strengthandcour- but also on every athlete who is
Williams had
again reminded of the
Curtis Williams finally got his
legs back on Monday.
also met with
risksinvolvedin sports
At age 18, he was a high school school counseand just how fragile
and life can be.
football starin Fresno, Calif.At 22, lors aboutfinishwho had lost
he wasa startingsafety for theUni- ing the last six
The fact ofthe matter
he
thatalmosteveryathversityof Washington,looking for- classes
much,
ward toearninghis degree and pos- needed for his
lete assumes some sort
degree through seemed to feel sorry for himself. ofrisk every timehe or
sibly moving on to the NFL.
28,
2000,
on
Oct.
Then
Curtis correspondence
she takes the field.
courses.
changed
Williams' life
forever.
risk a fate
Two weeks
In the third quarter of a game
Williams' for a
against Stanford, Williams made a ago, Curtis was
?
Because to many athletes, these
tackle with his usual intensity, but brought out to the mound at Safeco age that inspired everyone around
games are anessential part of getthis timehe did not bounce back on Field in his wheelchair, then him.
his feet.
wheeled in the first pitch while an
As his former coach Rick ting the most out of life.
His collision with Stanford run- emotionalcrowd gave hima stand- Neuheisel said, "I will always adFootball may just be a game,but
ningback Kerry Carter causedper- ing ovation.
mireCurtisforhistremendous cour- toanathlete likeWilliams, notplaymanent damage to his C-2 verteFor someone who had lost so age and for inspiring all of us to ing isn'tan option.
brae, leaving him paralyzed from much, Williams never seemed to learn to persevere in tough times.
Part of livinglife to its fullest is

For someone
so
Curtis Williams never

(■alth

Ewhy

doing the things we love,the things
that make us happy,evenif thereis
some risk involved.
Williams' injury and death were
perhaps avoidable,but one cannot
ask someone to gothrough life as a
spectator, hoping to avoid misfortune.

That is simply not how the mind
of an athlete works. One does not
become an elite athleteby not taking risks.
Curtis Williams livedhis life on
his terms, and showed a tremendous amount of courage,hope and
joy,eveninhis most difficult times.
We should allbe so lucky.
Somewhere, Curtis Williams is
running again, faster than he ever
has.
And whereverhe is,he is sure to

be smiling.
Contributions to the Curtis
Williams Fundcan be sent to:
TheCurtis Williams Fund
c/o The University of Washington
1200 Fifth Avenue, Suite 500
Seattle, WA 98101
John Boylecan becontacted at

boylej@seattleu.edu

Callero excited about hoops recruits
Redhawks sign three high school stars, two JC
AustinBurton
Sports Editor

ters Ed McLaughlin and Phil
Aurand, theteam's twotallestplayers; andDarnellLyons, wholedSU

If there's one word a sports fan in scoring and rebounding.
hates to hear regarding his or her
favorite team, it's "rebuilding."
Teamsin a rebuilding phase usually go through a coaching change
or two, are forced to dependonnew
and younger players who aren't
ready yet, andsuffer a lotof losses.
'
TheSeattleUniversity men s basketball team is currentlyin a period

of rebuilding, complete with all of
the aformentionedsymptoms.
Two years after veteran head
coach Al Hairston left to take a job
with the University of Washington,
the Redhawks have gone 12-44,
spendingoneyear withSU women's

coach Dave Cox at the helm, and
last year as their first undercurrent

But amidstallofthe darkclouds,
according to Callero, there is hope
on the horizon.
Theprogramrecentlysignedfive
newcomers three high school se-

—

niors and two junior college trans—
fers who will be looked upon to
help carry the Redhawks back to
respectability as theprogrammoves
up to the NCAA's Division 11.
Marcus Steele
The six-foot-six forward from
Stanwood High School (Seattle)
averaged 21.3 points and 10 rebounds per game in his senior season, leading the Bears to a 23-4
record and a stateplayoff berth.

head coach Joe Callero.
Steeleplayed center for most of
In addition to the new coaching
highschool career,but willprobhis
staff, SU went intolastseason with
ably
playpower forward at SU.
seven new players, including two
"Marcus
willbringa levelofskill
freshman who saw considerable
really
we
that
need from theinside
playing time.
Callerosaid.
position,"
The team stumbled out of the
"He will compete for a starting
gate,dropping their first five games
position from is first day on camand finishing with a 6-23 record.
And just as the Redhawks were pus."
The Redhawks are definitly in
learning to play together, the season ended and the team faced a need of an tough inside presence.
2002-2003 campaign knowingthat Theyhad the second-to-worstfield
seven players on the roster would goal percentagein theGreatNorthwest Athletic Conferencelast year,
be gone.
percent oftheir shots.
hittingjust4l
Included in that group are Brian
They
also
threw up 618 threeJohnson, the starting point guard;
pointers,
the
second most in the
Steve Roberts, the team's Defensive Player of the Year; leading
three-point shooteroutside shooter
Adam Enfield; Wes Newton, who
was projected to be a major contributorbut playedjust five games
before suffering a career-threateningback injury;Six-foot-sevencen-

dirty work.I'm surpised he didn't
go to a higher level of college.No
one really kept him in check all
year."

Jeff McDaniel

transfers

are quality students, they' requaUly
people,andtheir teams win. Those
Ryan Webb
ingredientsare whatwereallyneed."
When asked why fans should
(Wash.)
TheMountlakeTerrace
expect a team losing so much to
High School point guard is anothet have a shot at winningmore games
freshman who may see time in a than they lose,Callerousedan analogy very familiar in the Pacific
starting role.

well."

Another six-foot-six player who
"Ryan kind of plays like Andre Northwest.
playedevery positionin highschool,
McDaniel could do the same as a Miller of theCleveland Cavaliers,"
"Look at the Mariners. You see
Redhawk.
Callerosaid. "Herebounds,he runs, they lost Ken Griffey Jr., Alex
McDaniel was named the Sac- he's solid and he's a goods strong Rodriguez,andRandy Johnson,and
Joaquin Athletic Association co- defender."
not manypeople believed theycould
MVP after leading Tokay High
Webb will compete with return- win more games.
"Putting a team together in athSchool (Lodi,Calif.)With 19 points ers Shea Robinson, Trevor
Tsuchikawa, and AJ Brooksfor the letics is often more of an art form
and 12 rebounds per game.
"He was the man all year long," point guard spot, which according than a science. We're completely
TokayheadcoachDustin Lanz said to Callero says willbe a dogfight. rebuilding, it's an opportunity to
in TheStockton (Calif.) Record.
"He's steady allthe wayaround," prove that they can start and they
Romero
compete
McDaniel willalso
fora
said."He'snot weak in any can win big games against good
teams."
starting spot, however, may have area."
niche.
findinghis
trouble
Nic Lano
"I beleive his versatility might
hurt him his first year, simply beA transferstudent fromEdmonds
cause hedoes everythingvery well,
but he doesn't do anything Community College, the six-footexcpetionally well," Callero said. seven center should, along with
"Hedoesn' t have aspecialty area. Steele, give the Redhawks a much
He'llhave to adjust so many parts moreformidablefrontcourt thatlast
ofhis gamebecause we'llplay him year.
at four different positiotins.
"Nichas avariety ofmovesin the
low post, but he can also step out

Have ideas

about what

Antony Lewis
A six-foot-3 wingman, Lewis

andshoot it from 15,18, or20 feet,"
"
Callero said. He should give us a
consistentinside scoring threat that
wewereneverable toestablish last

comes to SU from Frank Phillips
College after a stint at the Univer- year."
sity of Idaho.
The Seattle native won a state
Aside from their physical talents,
championship at Franklin High the coach said these players have
conference.
School (Seattle).
the intangibles that the Redhawks
They werealsolastin the GNAC
"Anthony is probably one of the will need to complete the rebuildin rebounds and blockedshots.
best athletic scorers (I've seen)," ingprocess.
Romero,
"One of the things you look at
Jose Miguel
who cov- Callero said. "He bring some creativity
scoring
ered many of Steele's games for
ability off the with a recruit is not just is the kid
and
Times,
The Seattle
said:"He's not dribble that we lacked. He's very good, but does his team win,"
flashy, but he's all about doing the aggressive to the hole and finishes Callero said. "(The five recruits)
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you want to
see on the

Sports pages
of The Spectator!
Contact Austin Burton, the Sports Editor

at 296-6474, or e-mail
him @
burtona3l6@hotmail.com
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In My Headphones Fragments draws SU poets
Facing the Rock Dilemma
Bryan
Bingold
A&E Columnist

Scan Reid

A&E Editor

"Itried tolie down and cover my
ears from the penetrating explosions.As I
heardIchi give a chilling
scream,I
raised my head tosee him
runningthrough the woods toward
his target, still firing his weapon."
In the reading ofhis short story,
"Stalking Harmony" Richard
Patrick spoke with a haunting tenacity, almost forcing out of himself thesurrealexperienceofadeerhunting trip with his father and a
mysterious man.
It was perhaps the most intense
Senior KatiePhillips,Editor-in-Chief'o/Fragments,readsfrom herpoetry
and moving moment in last
the FragmentsPoetryReading in Casey Atrium last Thursday.

time, withback-upscreaming and
fierce pounding from drummer
Vincent Allende,Etna Ignites has
As any concert going music fan alittle bitof everything for everycan attest, it really sucks when one.
Last Saturday night, the band
thereare twoshows goingonat the
same time and you want to see played at Mulleady's, anIrishPub
them both. That was what Iwas on this side of Magnolia. They
at
faced withthispast weekend when were the opening band for a night Thursday's FragmentsReading at
eyes from the floor;/ you pass her
two great SUbands were playing ofhard-hitting emotional rock,but
the packed Casey atrium.
t
good
show
that
because
publicapast
at two different functions this
the
wasn
door/ and look down at the floor./
The event marked the
it was in the wrong context. Emo tion of this year's edition of the You're sucha bore,' theysay,/ 'such
Saturday night.
On the one hand Icould have bands cannot play the bar scene campus literary magazine and fea- a bore-/ Salamander Salvia Salvagone to see The Genre tear up the and feel that they have accomtured writers reading from their dor."
Sahar Romani, a senior English
stageyetagain at someone' shouse plishedanything. AbandlikeEtna
work chosen for Fragments. The
somewhere in the vicinity of 24th Ignites need tohavea crowd thatis evening also carried an exhibit of major, sharedhersoft andbeautiful
theresolely for the magazine's art in the Kinsey piece, "Imprint":
and Aloha, or I
music and not Gallery.
"Whatisit thatIshall find/among
could go see an
alcohol or anDuring the readingportion, a va- the jasmine?/ Perhaps the world/
other band tha
that riety of prose and poetry spilled east/ of the Occident./ The world
I've seen man
you say here otherband
iscominglater.
ontothemicrophone fromthe Frag- wheremy mother/ carried the fratimes before bu
any
Like
as of yet haven'
ments authors all of whomattend grance/ of white petals in her/
Bryan
is
where
band,
good
moghul hair."
writtenanythin
or work at Seattle University.
though
Etna
R.V.Culp,aseniorCreativeWritThe moresimple, elegantdesign
about in this col
conflicts his
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graced
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the
audiofthe
ing/Englishmajor,
umn. So in th
2001-2002Fragmentsmarks
own,
fromlastyear's edition.
yet
es
their
alwith
his
a
peculiar
departure
somewhat
ence
butentertaininterest
small,
fan
to make it a little
"Poor,
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Sal:"
"We
wanted
ing
poem
chewed notio
AGAIN.
base
is
more
Katie Phillips,
professional,"
that
Salvia
Salvador/
journalist!
of
"Salamander
mostly com- they say, 'you'll never lift/ your a senior English/Creative Writing
fairness, Ide
promised of
cided to nixThe
friends, sig-|
Genre's perfor't'
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mance andIwent togazeupon the nificant others, andyes, evenmuthree person emogroup Etna Ig- sic columnistroommates, their fan
base was there in small numbers.
nites.
officially
started
in
Youcould tell because they were
This band
my kitchen when two members the only ones standingclose to the
whocame to a party were talking band as they played their set. The
about beingin a band sans a bass other members ofEtna Ignites fan

player.Suddenly,my roommate's
ears perked up and he offered to

play bass for theband.
Ah, yousay here is where Bryan
conflictshisinterestyetagain. Well
I'lltell you that yes, Iam friends
with the band, but in no way did
theypay meoff to writethisarticle.
Bribery is beneath me and just
because my student loans are already paid off doesn't mean thatI
have compromised my own journalistic morals.
Now that my conscience is
cleared Ican continue. Etna Ignites wereoriginally calledForJen
WhomI
Love andplayedaround at
various house parties before their
name changed based on an old
cover of National Geographic.
Their music is a pendulum
swinging the breadth of what is
knownas emorock. At times they
have the pent up punk energy and
emotional distress of bands like
Braid, Hey Mercedes and angry
Sunny Day Real Estate and thenat
other times they recall the simple
LouBarlowballadbasedoff of the
early Sebadoh albums.They alternate betweentwolead singers and
each have their own personality
and approach to songs.
Bronwyn Dexter is the Lou
Barlow quietly fingerpicking
through songs that weave tales of
love,loss and heartbreak; whereas
ChrisNewton seethesfrom thehurt
and humiliation of someone discovering theiremotions for thefirst

base were either too young to see
the show or pulled away by The
Genre show which was closer to
SU, the dorms and/or apartments.
Despite allof theabove and plaguing technical problems Etna Ignitessurmount andimpressed their
fans once again and gained the
respect of the band that was headlining the show.
Etna Ignites will playing again
in a few weeks at another house
party,but for any of you whoare
interestedincheckingout theband
before then canhittheir website at
www.echosiberia.com.
Irealized that I've spent all of
this column writing about a SU
band and not any of the Top Five
bands that have been submitted so
next week the entire column will
be dedicated to the one and only
(International)Noise Conspiracy.
Also next week Iwill add yet another feature to this column that
will pit yourmusical knowledgeto
my own, so break out your worn
copies of the Beatles Anthology,
yourRollingStone collections,and
visit EMP's Northwest Passage
before it comes out. Prizes will
range from autographedphotos of
yourstruly to whateverIfind while
dumpster diving for food.
Bryan is a senior majoring in
Journalism, and he is poor
despitehisrecent capitalgains.
Please e-mailcontributions to
inmyphones@yahoo,com.

majorandFragmentsEditorinChief
saidat the reading, "Cuttingit down
to the square size,it's closer to what
you would find inabook store or in
a magazine rack. We kept it to 64
pages, which is what we had last
year. But last year, you know we
had 3 to 4 works on a page, which
means we have a whole lot more
peopleandpieces, andthatcan kind
ofbe distracting. Sowe just wanted
to go for a new look."
Phillips estimates local writers
submitted a totalof 150 to200literary pieces to the Fragments staff.
The selectionprocess forthe works
tobeincluded in the magazine took
two 12 hour days of reading and
See Magazine on page 13

New sound lies in Hill's album
JC Santos
Staff Reporter
She's back, and it's not the kind
of follow up you'd expect. There
arenobeats, nobackgroundsingers
andno band.
It's just Lauryn Hilland her guitar.

Sure it's confusing. Four years
ago, she released an historic album
that sold over 12 million copies
worldwide and wonfiveGrammies.
Her new album, MTV Unplugged
No. 2.0, sings a much different
—
tune musically.
Lyrically, her messages are still
very positive, only this time, she
takes listeners on an intimate and
personal journey inside her "repressed"psyche.
So meet the new Lauryn Hill.
Beautiful as ever,even witha raspy,
crackingvoice -an insecurityof the
past. The warm hoarseness of her
vocalizations accentuates her messages of "getting free"fromrepression by producing this image of a
musician who willuse every ounce
of sound she's got to touch a
listener's heart.
"We just learn howtorepress and
repress until we become a totally
different person," said Hill in an
MTV interview. "Now Iam just
beginning to be more comfortable
with my identity."
A lot of that identity has been
shapedby her faith, which is aconstant motif in her music. Amidst a
medleyof divine allusions, "Adam
Lives in Theory" is a reference to
thebook ofGenesisin theBible she
—
uses to document in a very complex way the legacy of sin in the

—

world today.
Complexity is alloverher poetic
and powerful lyrics. She'll make
listenersthink,andshe'11evenmake
some upset with her morally challenging and sometimes preachy
words.Buthersermonizing is meant
as encouragement,not forcefulness
or chastisement.
'There was one songin which I
said, 'Choose well,'" Hill said. "I
am notheretoshove my light down
everybody's throat."
Evenher loveballadsare farfrom

so meet the new
Lauryn Hill.

Beautiful as ever,
even witha raspy,
cracking voice

-

an insecurity of
THE PAST.
ordinary,but still remain simplistic. Her deliverance is soaked in
passion as in "Peace of Mind," a
nine-minute love song thatends with
Hill herself moved to tears while
she chants the words "merciful"

and "wonderful."
And don't worry all you hiphop
heads, because while the two-disc
Unpluggedlacks beats, thatdoesn't
stop Hill fromspittin' flos over her
acoustic accompaniment. While she
onlyraps on two songs, she's got a

"
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lot to say and she says it with fiery
cadence and clever metaphors.
"Iniquity, shapin' in/ there's no
escapin' when/your wholephilosophy is paper thin," sheprofesses on
"Freedom Time."
Her performance as a whole was
truly touching, despite her saying
that she'sno longer a performer.In
a way she isn't, dependingon how
the word 'performer' is defined.
no
There was no glamour
—
"bling" inher one-woman show.
She sat onstage wearingbluejeans,
a denim jacket and a sweater. The
music she wroteisnaked and plain.
It was more like having a friend
sing for you in your living room
rather thana celebritydancingon a
distant platform.
Throughout the album, she informally speaks to herMTV audience
in seven interludes that serve as
Cliffs Notes to her music. She
speaks in general abouther experiences with the music industry, her
life and values, and preps the listener for her songs.
After four years of silence, Hill
gives thepublic amusical catharsis.
For a sophomore album,Hillshows
alot of growth from Miseducation,
an album that was already ona tall
musical plateau. Her new material
is more like Tracy Chapman than
Mary J. Blige. But it is still very
unique. Unplugged will probably
turn off a lot of fair-weather Hill
fans.It will probably repel some of
her R&B and hip hop followers.
And it most likely saw the jaws of
record execs fall to the floor.
It's unorthodox. However, it's
music with thought. Alotof thought.
Andmore importantly, a lotofsoul.

—
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Drama all set for Nightmare Grad student exhibits
Year's last performance opens Monday photos at Frame Central
Lives,
Private
Coward's
Shakespeare's Hamlet, Robert
Bolt's A Man for All Seasons and,
amazingly,
George manages to
dream
Have you ever had that
here, a line there.
line
at
a
you
where you were at school and
snatch
may be every
Naturally
What
what
wearingany
weren't
clothes?
juicyrole
nightmare
s
isalsoa
exactly
nightmare,
That's
actor'
right?
a
feels
Spelvin
in
George
how
the productionofTheActor's
Nightmare by Christopher

Toni Sutton
Staff Reporter

In this production of The Actor's
Nightmare,director Matthew Orm
adds a dance scene from The Nutcracker and a scene from the Merry
Wives of Windsor. Also he adds a
dance/fightscene from Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs.
Orum teaches Stage
Combat hereatSeattleUniversityin the Fine Arts De)artment, and thought it

Melissa Sweat
Staff Reporter

not.

'

Look atCraigMaturi s photography and you will be surprised to
know that he'snever actually taken
a class on the subject. Maturi, a

"What you see is what you get,"
Maturi asserts.
No filters. No alterations. Just a
pure, unadulterated image. "Burnt
Tree" captures a solitary tree, left
naked by a great fire that alsodecimated the surrounding scenery of
brown, rolling hills. The image is
stark and stunning.
In this photograph and innumerous others, Maturi focuses his attention on the subject'sisolation. A
lone stretch of "Southbound Mexican Highway 1." and a forgotten
outhouse with a moss-covered roof
that just "begged tobe taken," area
few examples.
"Amazon Sleeps" is another,
taken of the loomingMarine Hospital Medical Center on Beacon Hill
that also holds the monster that is

graduate student at SU who is pursuing an MBA in finance, is curDurang.
rently exhibiting his fine photowouldbe a greatidea toadd graphic
The Actor's Nightmare is
work atsome friendly neighome scenes.
about a guy named George
borhood locations: Frame Central,
"I think it really adds to Tully's Coffee, and La Spiga resSpelvin who thinks he is an
he play, maintaing the taurant.
accountant in his dream,
original
style but adding a
(whether or not he is one we
Themain exhibit isat FrameCenTheresa
sparkle,"
ittle
don't know) and he wanders
tral, onthecornerofPikeandBroadLeary, a freshmen Honors
about onan empty stage. All
way. There, artists are invited to
major said.Learyplaysthe display andsell
sudden,
of
heis drafted for a
their worklikeother
ole ofDame Ellen Terry,
part in a play and must goon.
Capitol
Hillbusinesses that want to
an ingenuecharacter in the
He does not know what play
local artists a "chance."
give
playbentonpullingoff her
he's in, whathis lines are,or
"The customers like it [the work]
cenes, whether George
how he got there.
just as much as the artist," Bonnie
lelps her or not.
For George, played by
Buldac, Frame Central manager Amazon.com.
"She's a challenge, and said.The store will do the matting
Brian Smith, the nightmare
Other localshots include "Campthat's why I wanted it,"
seems neverending. For the
for the display, as done with fire by moonlight," arguably the
Learysaid,"It'sa short play Maturi's, and
_ most interesting
audience,his nightmareflies
will
and with just a small cast it
by on wave after wave of
photograph.Oroften give the artJEREMY EDWARDS / PHOTO EDITOR allows for an individual to ists discount.
laughteras he attempts to acange from an
a
FILTERS.
commodate the director and Nightmare come true: Director Matthew Orm developethecharacter.And
unseen
fire beTheopening reminutes,
actors who don't seem to re- brings his vision of Durang's The Actor's since it's about50
low illuminates
ceptionlastThursALTERATIONS.
theplay moves thingsalong
alize that he doesn't have a Nightmare to SU nextMonday.
the trees and an
day wasquite cute.
succinctly
for
quickly
and
clue as to how he landed on
purple
eerie
some
Over
hors
A PURE,
and GeorgeSpelvin, as the haplEss the audience."
stage.
from
the
glow
and
d'oevours
The Actor'sNightmare will run wine, Maturi's
"It'sashort, funny butmoresubtle thespian finesses his way through
moon spreads
UNADULTERATED
humor kind of play. It contains Durang's wildly theatrical land- from May 13-18 in the Vachon fiancee, friends,
across the skyin
scenes from different genres that scape with great agility. Theother Room in the Fine Arts Building. and family gathIMAGE.
thebackground.
castmembersremain blissfullydeaf Show times are at 7:30 p.m., and
people like to see," Smith said.
The colors are
atFrame Cenered
DespiteGeorge's repeatedpleas andblind to whoheis (orisn't).Itis matinee shows will be on May 18 tral to view his
amazing if not
that he's really an accountant, he their hilarious imperviousness to and 19 at 2:30 p.m. Tickets for work and conunbeVievaMe as
finds himself forced to navigate George's predicament that keeps students, faculty and staff are $5, gratulatehim.Much deservedpraise naturallyoccurring. "C/oudpiers6"
and for the generalpublic $8.
throughleading roles such as Noel this conceitafloat.
is a great shot showing the city, the
went round.
water, and the sky on an almost
of
comprised
work
is
Maturi's
mainlynaturalistic photoscaptured perfectday. Sure to be a favorite is
duringtravels toVancouver,BC; to anuntitled piece takenof theinside
California; to Mexico.Many of Safeco Field during a ballgame.
Baja,
I WISH I WAS YOU
are familiar sights from thePacific The players are undetectable, but
You guys rock my world. Forget the Times,
m
Northwest. Besides being tied to- Maturi catches the rows ahead of
goodbye Weekly, solongPost— lget my news from
TH QTtW
C T
O
O
W I.VJ \J
gether as views from"on the road," him for aneatsocialsnapshot where
The Spectator. Straight up. Lemme just say: Per- IIO LIIII
the exhibit furthermore demon- you feel like you could be in the
,
sonals = a joy. Sports opinions = kewl. Movie
strates a common theme in the next row back, watching all the
reviews= magnifique! It quenchesmy passionate
/H ITCIO
1
I
■
\AI wC4I I111
shared perspective of the encapsu- action.
don't know how you do it,but
thirst for the news.I
Maturi aims for this "what you
lated world by both photographer
weekafter weekseems tochart newer,higherlevels
is
see
photographs
In
is what Isaw" style and cerand viewer. these
, ,
»"
of journalism.Mustbe fate Iguess.Sometimes Igo
there," so tainly achieves it with his
"being
a
sense
of
strong
by the window near your office in the SUB base- JOIII
Staff!
that if the camera were tilted down photography's feeling of actually
ment to look in on your clandestine meetings (Evbeing a part of the photograph.
a bit, thereyour feet would stand.
ery Wednesday at 8!) and wishIwas there. ESPE- 'Q2-'Q3 Positions fIOW available for
millimeterPentax
on
35
He has only been photographing
Taken
a
CIALLV nearthosehottiesat the copydesk.Va- vaas art for five years. Someday,
are
camera,
photographs
the
ZX-50
va-voom!Idon't know whatIwill doif Ican't be
" Managing Editor
alive withcolor. Someof thecolors Maturi said,he hopesto finally take
need morematerial for my Spectator
on the staff. I
are so uncanny that it appears as if a class.Prices range from $245 to
shrine. Iwill be your photographer, because I
|_eac| Story Editor
theyhavebeen altered with a color $425 for the prints and the exhibit is
alreadycan see you from 300feet awaythroughmy
M
c cnifor
filter, but rest-assured, they have on display until May 31st.
,
telephoto lens. Isuppose in a perfect world The
* Opinions
Editor
Spectator would be on every newstand, coffee
" Features Editor
table,and restaurant placemat in the entirefrickin'
us of A. But I'm not content picking up my
Arts and Entertainment Editor
precious copy week after week in the campus
And despite some last minute
From on page 12
Sports Editor
stands, where it promptly goes through the lamina"harrowing"
font problems with
discussion among the staff.
# CODV Editor
my
air-tightdisplay
to
the
casein
ispleasedwith
stories,
publication,Phillips
tion machine and
All poems,short
and prose
* PnOtO
Dh t bdltor
PH"t
developed
Fragments
own littleSpectator museum. Save a seat for me,
how
this year.
are coded so the author remains
" On-LJne Editor
can't stay away
with this
part
pleasing
I'm coming overto worship you. I
selection.
'The
most
during
anonymous
" Editorial Artist
seeing
out and
any longer.
just
people
usually
on
is
come
quality
"It's
based the
" Advertising Manager
We
had
an
awe[by
stuff.
the
read
their
feelingthatis
of the
evoked
" Business Manager
work],"Phillips said.
some turnout...and just seeing
As far as artwork goes, thepieces people supportFragments.Andsee" Staff Writer
Send application with cover letter, resume five
in the magazine and cur- ing the show hung; it looks great."
printed
" Staff Photographer
story clips, and tworeferences to:
Copies of Fragments are availrently hangingin the Kinsey Gallerydemonstrated notonlyaesthetic able at the desk of the English DeAlexis Juday-Marshall
partment secretary in the fifth floor
\
-V'"
Great
talent,but a marvelous diversity.
v**"
The Spectator, Seatt'e University
ld»
design
of the Casey Building. Cost is $4
'There are some graphic
C
for
Experience
900 Broadway
.^
images, photo montages, and pic- per magazine or 3 for $10. The
Seattle, WA 98122
tures madebygraphic rubbing,char- Fragments Art Galleryis open for
InteiflShipS
coal or pencil," Phillips said, "We -viewingMon. thru Fri., 8: 30 a.m.
«*"d
Questions? Call 206-296-6470 or email Alexis C?NV
4:30 p.m.in the Kinsey Gallery on
have some of everything which is
-j^
Juday-Marshall atjudaymaa@seattleu.edu.
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first floor.
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I Please set in contact with one of your ASSU
Officers if you have any questions or
concerns about campus!
'

President: Virgil Domaoan
VP ofFinance: Teddy Wiley
V. P. of Student Affairs: Annette Gaeth
Executive V.P.: Scan O'Neill
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Publicity Director:Nichole Graham
Executive Assistant: Emily Hall
Webmaster: Ben Murane
Student Activities Director: Sylva Jones
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This week's Thirsty Thursday will be May 9th at the Liquid
Lounge of the EMP. (This is located at the corner of sth and
Harrison). There will be live music and drink specials with your
, \
Seattle University ID.
(^ \
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WANT A DATE?^f
If
two'
andTachelorette

",

games of Singled
Auction (and
Out) will be on Wednesday, May 15th, 7-9 p.m. in the Pigott
Auditorium. There will be music, beautiful people of both
genders, cheap food and drinks! FREE dinner dates are offered to the highest bidders. Proceeds go to the Calcutta Club.

Bachelor

domaoanv@seattleu.edu

wileyt@seattleu.edu
gaetha@seattleu.edu
o'neils@seattleu.edu

grahamn@seattleu.edu
hallel@seattleu.edu
muraneb@seattleu.edu

jones@seattleu.edu

Legislative Branch

Senior Rep: Chirs Quach

quach@scattlcu.edu

Sophomore Rep: Devin Biviano
Freshperson Rep: SaunatinaSanchez
At-Large Rep: Carl Bergquist
At-Large Rep: NicolePalmitter
Minority Rep: Gayatri Eassey
Transfer Rep Yunice Fong
Commuter Rep: Greta Smith
Non-Traditional: Tom Gaspers
International Rep: Alisa Kutsel
At-Large Rep: TessAbellera

biviand@seattleu.edu
sanches@seattleu.edu

bergquc@seattleu.edu
palmim@seattleu.edu
easseyg@seattleu.edu
fongy@seattleu.edu
smithg@seattleu.edu
gaspert@seattleu.edu
kutsela@seattleu.edu
abellem@seattleu.edu

SENIOR NIGHT at the MARINER'S GAME is
Wednesday, May 22. Seniors will get priority on
tickets. Tickets are only five dollars at the C.A.C.
*
and they are on sale now!
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Human Services Career Fair
The Career Fair will be held on Wednesday. May 15th.
1 1:30-1:30 in Pigott Atrium. Come learn about exciting
opportunities in the human service field. This event is
sponsored by the Social Work Club. For more informalion, contact Lindsay Greto: gretolin@seattleu.edu.

you!

yow *

you!

ASSU would like to thank all of
the students who participated in
the Spring Elections.
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Full-time Position
Available: Research
An

Analyst
Do you want to make a
difference to students like
you? If you have strong

*

*

-

West Seattle Room for
Rent Avail June Ist.
$425. Seekingquiet,easy
non-smoking
going,
person. Share space with
male student. Includes:
entrance,
separate
cooking facilities, w/d,on
bus-line,ofTstreet parking.
utilities & cable. Refs. &
Deposit. Contact Debbie
at home 206 767-9363 or
work 206 721-6639.

Imagine owning a homebas d busine s in the
communications industry for
less than the price ofa cup of
coffee per day! And being
able to offer freelongdistance
across the country bundled
with local phone service!

.

.

communication skills and
have experience working http://WorkForSelf.lnfo.
withdata,youcan helpmake
the case for financial aidfor
students at independent
Need a Job
colleges.
For more
CollegePro Painters are now
hiring Painters & Job
information go to: http://
www.waicu.org/news/ Site Managers for the summer. Greenlake - 2BR house, near
NO experiencenecessary.
research%2oposition.html.
lake andonthebusline. $425.
BOT
I
incl.util. Call 206 729-7104
Call 1-888-277-9787.

S o°^S!SV

www.collegepro.com

Spacious one
bpacious
furnished
bedroom
apartments, fully equipped
kitchens,dishwasher, washer
&
f«e parking Three
blocks from campus. $1,100
per month uUUUes ,ncluded
(excluding phone charges).
(206) 233-9300.

First Hill

SUMMER CAMP JOBS for
men and women. Hidden
ValleyCamp (GraniteFalls.
WA) needs resident staff
(6/15-8/23/02). Room/
Board/Sa,ao.. Potions
include: Counselors,Nurse,
lifeguards, drivers,kitchen
staffand more. Interviews
avallableoncampus. Spend
your summer inabeautiful
setting while in worthwile
employment. Call (425)
844-8896 or email us at:
hvc-wa@ix.netcom.comfor
information.
more

n Services
40
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Sale on Brand
tirana
c earance bale
Clearance
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THINK YOU'REPREGNANT?
Birthright
for
Call
confidential support andfree
pregnancy test. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour toll-free line).

Two spacious 1-Br apts. 1)
Upper unit ina4-plex bldg.,
453 13th Aye. near SU 2) 5

blocks from Madison, 1210
E. John #2, in an 11-unit
brick bldg. $650/month,
H2O/sewer/garbage util.
incld. Call 206 232-9865.
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APART^"
Studio $1295
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rates'
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Looking
for 3.

62 9229
J"J HfflSom
AaTtmentSt 400
1

Speaker?
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lothAve Seattle WA98122

600.Misc.
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Call the Washington
an
Insurance rnnnril
Council for an
insurance professional
whocan speak to your
arniin about
ahoiit insiinnce
insurance
group
related issues that affect
your life. Call today!!
..._.„

Lovmgchnstiancoupie.big
ongingto
broth r and slster i
newborn Call RaeAn
and Todd 877 270 7650 or
at
Bethany
Marlene
rhrl«, tlan 80n 733 4604

f

.
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lßdnn $1395
2 Bdrm $1795 &up
located across from SU
( waikinrf distance) parking
aundrv rOom Daily weekly
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classified ad today!
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Advertising Manager
(206)296-6474
adinfo@seattleu.edu
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Personals
Dispatch for Quadstock!

Hi Kitchy.
Sorry that Ihaven't
writtenanything to you in
awhile. Even though I
didn't write anything, I
stilllove you!

a MOP!!!! What are you
thinking??

To the girl with the glasses
your hair is cute too.
-Jokers Wild

Hopeyou had a wonderful
birthday. Sorry we couldn't
be there to help you
celebrate. Take care. Love,
Kitch & Nayn

Have you seen Mr. Ton
campus? E-team is looking
for him.
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Love, Little Mexicana

You are the wind beneath
my wings.
-G. Love
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Ro197 charred ones. 2 frozen
ones and one wet one!
Ii
ikc Monkeys
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Tne t- festlval was fun
Sorry Jaya!

NicoleHappy B-Day!
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Imiss Jeff RA's comics,
They actually made me
laugh, unlike others. But
aren't you payinghim?

j
am go a.clted to eat toasty
bread
it and love you.
Pineapples & coconuts are
made from computers and
you can tell

...

ButtercupOur book is gettingdusty.
read a chapter some
time.

Momo rocks. Let's have
coffee today;lcan>t wait for

,

eekend!
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Amy, Chris A.. Christina,

Happy 20th Birthday

"Honey-Pooh,
ant u b° d!"

going to pull MAGNUM out

'

Mom K >
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Love your Peeps

Pimpos-

onus?
- Han-Sell-Out
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Stephanie on the softball
team, you are absolutely
SorSeous!

Hi Honies,

Zoolander, when are you

Daveand Chris X
Thanks for being there for
me on Saturday. Ireally
appreciate it. You folks are
the best.
-Beth

Thank youJaye Warner for
almost saying exactly what
IVe been thinking about
The Spectator lately.

Happy Birthday Ugalia!!
Love,

El Capito

Mo "
8 ball says "You may rely on You're the bestest friend a
guy could have. Ichoose
it."
you always.
Ibent my
J Wookie.

Mary.
Mary

Your
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Hey Mom,
Ilove you. Have a wonderful
Mother's Day. Fromyour
little newspaper girl.
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Life partner, I'm so happy to
be living so near now.
-Mitchel

X'
Ilove you,
was great 1iiOye it. T
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Cute b ond
always see you there with
school buddies.
yQur
what's your name? Next
time, come over and say
"hi."

Campus

Voice
Who would you most like to see for Quadstock?

J'lt

would absolutely
have to include some

"Sum 41, Incubus and

sophomore,

Brooks and Dunn,
B Trisha Yearwood,

Computer

B really think they'd

I

be a great addition."
Nancy Gerou, Associate Vice
President of Student Development
~~

"Dave Matthews."
Craig Johanson,
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We d ««' V like to see Clumsy Lover
or something like Dispatch.
Mai-Ling Martin
jfl^L
(left), senior,
JoQfa
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